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Many historians have noted the cultural “retreat” of women into their domestic spheres at 

the end of World War II. From riveting Rosies to spirited bobbysoxers and zoot suitors, women 

were socially contained in rigid gender lines during the early Cold War.1 Nevertheless, an 

undercurrent of dissatisfaction flowed beneath the polished floors of idealized housewives. The 

personification of restless women was exemplified as femme fatales in film noir and its literary 

twin, the pulp novel.2 On the flip side, overly feminine women, such as the voluptuous Marilyn 

Monroe, have also threatened to upend the social order.3

  However, unlike the regulated movie industry, mainstream comic books fell under the 

radar in the early Cold War. In comparison with pulps, comics, such as Crime Does Not Pay, 

outsold Raymond Chandler by millions per month, were illustrated in full color, and were 

accepted as disposable entertainment for kids. Although a rudimentary regulatory body for 

comics existed since the 1940s, it was largely symbolic. As a result, the industry had free reign to 

exploit the anxieties of the Cold War. 

Women in crime comics highlighted those tensions. Crime comics debuted in 1942, but 

after the war, they increased in number and in violence. Bad women were determined, devious, 

and dominated their male partners. In one sense, male creators used women as a manifestation of 

their own insecurities: masculinity itself was challenged by the increasing bureaucracy, 

anonymity, and luxury of the fifties. How can playboys in paradise combat communism when 

they, too, were contained in middle class family life? 4

As a result, the subversion of gender roles in crime comics made women doubly 

dangerous. Not only did they break free from their contained spheres, they trampled men along 

the way. Judge Elych Adlow, Chief Justice of the Municipal Court of Boston wrote to the 

Atlantic Monthly lamenting, “Unfortunately, a good many mothers who left home for a job 
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[during World War II] are still working, and their families are expected to bring themselves up 

the best way they can.” Journalist Max Lerner agreed, writing in 1943 that “women are busting 

out of the mold in which we sought to fix them.”5 That a woman could leave hearth and home 

and neglect her basic function as a mother was, well, criminal.6 In Prison Break #4, “Betty-Jane 

Watson, the Jail-Breaking Tigress” personified the woman trying to subvert society. “It’s 

probably the usual – violence, robbery, mugging, terror!” sighs an aged jail matron.7 The caption 

confirmed: “Betty-Jane Watson would never cooperate with society. She was like a caged animal 

– doing the necessary work because she had to,” such as laundry, scrubbing, and other domestic 

duties: prison really was a “Big House.” (Figure 1)

In contrast, women who maintained the status quo suffered. In Crime Must Pay the  

Penalty! #18’s “Headline Hunting Hoodlum,” housewife Effie is loyal, hardworking, and earns 

age lines for her efforts. Her deadbeat husband, Charlie, hooks up with nightclub minxes. Charlie 

dies by the issue’s end, but Effie endures life as a “widow the hard way,” trying to blot him from 

her memory; the good wife, like the criminal, pays a penalty.8 In Men Against Crime #4, young 

Rita is held for ransom so that her boyfriend Terry will throw the heavyweight championship. 

Rita escapes and Terry wins the fight, but he is murdered in the shower.9 Policewomen also lived 
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in regret and misery: in Justice Traps the Guilty #42, detective Anne Borden cracks a case and 

then gives blood to the ailing bad guy. Her partner is stumped: “Why, Anne? Why, when the best 

he can hope for is twenty years imprisonment?” Borden gasps, “Because I want to, Ryan! 

Because even though I’m a cop … I’m a woman, too! Because … I love him!” Both Borden and 

baddie will spend a lifetime with aching hearts.10 Being good just doesn’t pay. (figure 2)

Lady lawbreakers and “female Capones,” on the other hand, were bad, beautiful, and 

weren’t afraid. In Gangsters and Gun Molls #3, readers meet “Juanita Perez, Gypsy Killer,” who 

sports a blonde hairdo under an alias June Pollard. Perez runs a dope empire, cuckolds men, and 

uses her body for maximum exposure. Until the brutal end Perez is living in luxury. Ethnic 

overtones shadow the issue as Juanita and her lieutenant, Tony Arrolla, are foreigners, but race 

adds little to crime comics except an exotic veneer over their Anglo disguises. Nevertheless, their 

violent ascent as Horatio Alger figures exemplifies the same American dream for the middle-

class ideal held by white gun molls and readers alike.11
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The affluent 1950s and the desire for glamour and excitement pervaded all women in 

crime comics. A mere dissatisfaction with home-life easily becomes a slippery slope for social 

descent. Crimes by Women #5 spotlighted the sordid case of Mary Spratchet who resented her 

dull husband. “When it comes to going out for a good time you’re always in!” Her husband, 

Walter, prefers to dream of postwar domestic bliss: “One day, Mary, you’re going to grow up 

and then maybe we can have a little home life together.” Mary refuses to mature. Instead, she 

and her boyfriend, Elbert, plot Walter’s death. When Elbert hesitates to kill Walter, Mary seizes 

the weapon from the “chicken-hearted coward” and kills her husband herself. The two are 

betrayed later by older, conservatively-dressed women who rely on feminine intuition (“I never 

did trust that woman”), leading to Mary’s downfall.12 In Justice Traps the Guilty #18’s “Fall 

Guy,” the frame-up is arranged by the misnamed Sandra Natural, who bends her weak-willed 

husband, district attorney Andre Cassine, and frames detective Guy Castle for murder. Twenty 

years later, Cassine wises up to his wife’s unnatural lifestyle: “I can’t believe it! My wife – the 

head of the syndicate – a cold-blooded law-breaker! What a fool I’ve been!”  Natural agrees, 

“Ha, yes! You’ve been a fool! From here on in, you take my orders!” Thankfully, Castle bursts 

in and reasserts Cassine’s masculinity through his own last name: a man’s home is his castle.13

However, because women were still the “fairer sex,” a double standard existed in some 

stories. Women criminals were hardboiled, but they were also portrayed in ways that male 

criminals could not. In Crime Does Not Pay #63, editor Charles Biro printed his editorial policy 

to prove to critics that his comics were kid-friendly. Such policies included:

“1. In the illustration of women and girls, regardless of character, no scarcity of 

clothing will be accepted, and no attempt to exercise sex appeal will be permitted 

for publication.”
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9. “Gun molls and female criminals must not be made too attractive. They should, 

instead, be made typical and as relatively varied in bone-structure as male 

characters.” 

“10. … Blood must not be shown flowing from the face or mouth of a man and no 

blood to be shown flowing from women.”14

Despite Biro’s disclaimer, that issue featured a young man being manipulated by double-crossing 

temptresses.15 A more poignant example occurs in Crimes by Women #7, with “red headed Ruth 

Dock and her trigger happy boyfriend,” Mike Fern. Although Ruth is initially wary of the police, 

she soon takes charge: “I’m through with you! No man is going to blame me for his own 

stupidity! Get going before I really lose my temper!” Mike simpers, “Aw gee, baby, I was just a 

little sore! […] I wouldn’t do nothin’ to hurt ya! Come on back!” Ruth soon usurps Mike’s 

masculinity as a criminal mastermind. During a big heist, Ruth bashes a victim’s head. Mike is 

woozy: “OOOH! How can ya do that, Ruth? […] That’s too cold blooded for me!” Even the 

police agree that Ruth is in charge: “I’ve been hearing that red head is apt to pull anything!” His 

partner agrees: “When dames go in for crime, they sure go overboard!” (figure 3)
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Ruth is captured and she tries to turn state’s witness. However, the police don’t buy it. 

Mike sizzles in the chair, but Ruth, despite her bashing heads in and the cops’ acknowledging her 

leadership, gets life in prison “where she is today, the long weary years stretching ahead of her.” 

She loses her freedom, but retains the ear rings and the snappy clothes she sported throughout the 

issue.16 Similarly, Juanita Perez, after her rampage of murders and drug rackets, also lands a jail 

sentence. Some women, such as Mary Spratchet, did receive the highest penalty but more 

numerous were conclusions that affirmed women’s traditional place, behind their male 

counterparts.17 In Crime Does Not Pay #100, Gale Summers, wanting the usual independence, 

falls in with the wrong crowd, but Lieutenant Jim King still believes in her. By the issue’s end, 

Summers receives a suspended sentence and a marriage proposal. King’s wedding knot will 

presumably chain Summers at home over a stove, but that was fine. The caption, acting as an 
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omniscient commentary that knows the past and future of the characters, informs the reader: 

“Needless to say, they lived happily ever after!”18 (figure 4)

The freedom for these women criminals was short lived. Despite the overwhelming 

numbers of women – ranging from policewomen to housewives – who read and approved these 

tales, critics saw the comics as too dangerous for impressionable children. In a Senate hearing, 

the four-colored pulps were deemed immoral.19 Led by Fredric Wertham, critics attacked female 

characters as too masculine: the dames sprayed their loaded tommy guns against social norms.20 

As a result, in 1954, a beefed-up Comics Code Authority rendered women back into the 

domestic sphere. After eliminating lust from the stories, the Code dictated that “the treatment of 

love-romance stories shall emphasize the value of the home and the sanctity of marriage.”21

Nevertheless, censorship could not wipe out the undercurrent that allowed female 

criminals to flourish in the first place. In the code-approved After Dark #8, detective Mark 

Fabian is hired by Frank Adell to find his missing daughter Betty. Fabian finds Miss Adell 
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playing piano for a gambling den. Fabian busts up the joint and confronts Betty: “Your father is 

half out of his mind worried about you …a nice family … a home!”

Betty: “You don’t know Papa! He never let me have any fun! All he knew was school! 

And work! Practice the piano! When he finds out I flunked …!”

Fabian nods understandingly: “Young girls running away from home find more trouble 

than they can cope with!” Then, turning to Dad, Fabian lectures, “She’s young! And when you’re 

her age, you’re entitled to some fun … some friends! You kept her like a prisoner … and that’s 

the kind that breaks loose with a vengeance!”

Papa assures his daughter: “I don’t care about the flunking! Your Papa … he was a 

dumbbell at school! Come – Mama and the children are waiting for you!”22 (figure 5)

Betty goes home, yet, as Fabian had pointed out, the constrained gender roles for women 

during the 1950s threatened to wreck the family home “with a vengeance” lest women have 

some “fun and friends.” That the writers and artists were male suggests that men were aware of 
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the “disease that has no name,” even if the Comics Code prohibited them from displaying it. 

Although submerged, the swelling of discontent would burst in the form of The Feminine 

Mystique and the women’s movement. Ironically, in the seventies, detractors of feminism would 

gleefully note the increasing number of women arrests: the “pop” sociological rationale asserted 

that granting women liberation encouraged them to confront the law.23 The Cold War consensus 

was cracking in the latter twentieth century, but conservative social guardians remained adamant 

that any reconfiguring of gender roles, like the comics in the “complacent” fifties, was a crime. 
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